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Concur User Interface
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 Concur will be making some small changes to their user interface on 12 September 2022

 The changes will mean improvements to screen layouts, visibility of receipt image on the 

same page and certain features such as itemisations and attendees

 The changes only impact the view of users creating and submitting cash expenses or 

purchasing card claims

 The following user views will NOT change:

 Approvers

 Mobile App users

 System Administrators



What are the Changes?
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•Expense Landing page

•Expense Claim

•Expense Entry page

•Itemisations

•Attendees

•Cost re-allocations



Before and After UI Examples
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First Time Log In
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When you first log in after 12 September, there will be 3 introductory screens explaining the changes in layouts and 

features.



Expense Landing Page
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Expense Entry - BEFORE
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BEFORE

The old experience had a lot of detail, 

text and icons on the page that did not 

lend itself to helping the user see what 

the next step in the process of 

completing and submitting the claim 

should be



Expense Entry - AFTER
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AFTER

The new experience is simpler with 

clean lines that focus the user on the 

tasks needed to submit the claim:

•Add expenses

•Add receipts

•Remove alerts



NEW – Expense Details and Receipt in One View
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Old experience required clicking back and forth 

between the Expense detail screen and the 

Receipt Image to know what amounts to enter in 

each field

BEFORE

New experience lets you see your Receipt 

Image next to your Expense details for fast and 

simple confirmation or entry.

AFTER



Hotel Itemisations
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Old experience required toggling between multiple 

screens and manually adjusting for multiple nightly 

rates.

BEFORE

New experience helps users:

▪Easily see when itemisations are complete

▪Use table format to enter different nightly rates

▪See the receipt for faster entries

AFTER



Entertaining - Adding Meal Attendees
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Old experience required selecting if you want to add 

a New Attendee, performing an Advanced Search or 

choosing from Favourites then searching through a 

clunky list of results

BEFORE

New experience introduces a dedicated page for attendees to:

▪Easily add attendees used on recent expense claims

▪Use a single search field to find attendees

▪Create attendee groups for favourites or regular group events

AFTER



Cost re-allocations
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Old experience had confusing icons and no default 

categories making users make perform extra clicks 

BEFORE

New experience has a cleaner look and requires fewer 

clicks

AFTER



Questions?
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Still stuck?

If you’ve gone into Concur and still need help finding your way around the new screen layouts, 

then please email the Simplifying Mitie mailbox below. We’ll then invite you to one of the Teams 

drop in sessions which will be running during the two weeks from Monday 12 September.

simplifyingmitie@mitie.com

mailto:simplifyingmitie@mitie.com

